Like many success stories, the career of DNA as the molecule of heredity and icon of modern biology began under somewhat less glamorous circumstances. The story begins in 1844, one hundred years before Avery and his colleagues realised the significance of DNA as the genetic material (see accompanying article), with the birth in Basel of Friedrich Miescher, who went on to discover DNA at the age of 25.
Following a family tradition, Miescher trained as a doctor, but chose not to become a clinician -in part because of a hearing impairment. Instead, he went to Tübingen in 1868 and joined the lab of Felix Hoppe-Seyler, one of the pioneers of biochemistry, who had discovered hemoglobin just a few years before. At the time, the chemical characterisation of cellular contents was seen as a new and exciting possibility to understand the phenomena of cell growth and multiplication. The importance of these processes had been realised through microscopical observation, but what drove them or how they were controlled was totally enigmatic.
As his pet cell for investigation, Miescher chose white blood cells, because they occurred as individual cells and were easy to obtain. Discarded bandages from a nearby surgical clinic provided pus from which intact white blood cells could be harvested. When Miescher exposed the cells to various salt solutions, they burst and a slimy porridge emerged that refused further analysis. As white blood cells were known to contain large nuclei, Miescher devised a method to further purify the cells and eventually obtain their nuclei. When he then subjected the nuclei to the same alkaline solutions as before, he noticed a precipitate that differed from previously characterised proteinaceous compounds in several ways. The precipitate was insoluble in the solutions proteins could normally be dissolved in; in contrast to proteins, the substance was rich in phosphorus; and, most notably, it was resistant to protein-digesting enzymes. Miescher concluded that he had discovered a new class of cellular substance, different from proteins, which he named, given its provenance, 'nuclein'.
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